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From:

Centro de Estudios sabre Africa y Media Oriente <ceamo@ceniai.inf.cu>
To:
Phyllis Naidoo <phyllie@iafrica.com,
Date:
Friday, September 17, 1999 4:07 PM
Subject: At long last David replies

----------------==----------~---------=·==-----=------=-=-----~
Dear Phyllee:

'-._/.

V

I don't give a hoot if you decide to never write
again. I am a free person and will continue to
write to you (with my long E-Mails overflowing
with "ambiance'j as much as I want . So feel free
to erase them from your and Amoi's memories as
soon as they go into your mailbox, or print them
to fill your several trashboxes or to replace
your toilet paper warehouse on the shelf above
the sliding door to your loo. Or, worse yet, put
them all into a special unread file and send them •
to Narissa. Be as it may, get ready for my
incoherences.
Where do I start? At Durban bus station, of course.
Why did I take the window seat? I was forced to
watch you, from that upper deck view, tucked under
Rodney's wing like a soaked, exhausted and silent
ibis after the storm. Unflinching, motionless and
almost emotionless. Weird thing, the weather was at
its loveliest -- a surreal touch. I can't help but
remembering you, looking down most of the time,
and Rodney occassionally whispering something at you
that you probably did not hear. Then the bus started
rolling, slowly, turning around the bend, and one
last minor sketch of a wave of hands, like so many
goodbyes had already been said. You two became smaller and smaller in the distance, until I just saw
a single figure moving away from the station.

.,

Then the bus took some of the streets that had
become much too familiar. It crossed the market and
then took Berea -- I barely smiled recalling when
you expected me to know, on my second outing, which
street was Berea -- filled with people going about on
their daily chores, strangers who had become familiar
in so little time, now bathed in an incredible Spring
light with the discreet whishing and moaning of the
bus as all bac~drop music. The people, the shops passed by like a film taken with an excellent camera.
Then I had the feeling I would never see Durban
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again, and something sank from my throat down to my
stomach. I couldn't pull my eyes off the window, as
I wanted to devour the whole view, take it with m~
forever. The preceeds to the trip to Pretoria had be'en
so hectic that I didn't even have the time to realise
that I was actually leaving. In these cases I always
recall the wisdom of Russians, who sit down a couple
of minutes at home before departure.

\.....,,

v

Walt had put on his earphones, and kept on hearing his
walkman most of the way. I resented his need for isolation. Besides, I was a bit pissed off with him because
of the two or three misencounters we had had during
which I got the impression he resented every initiative
I put forth. In Cuba, we never coincided 100% around
any issue, but in Durban his oppositions seemed unwarranted most of the time, since I always consulted with
him every step I took, work-related or otherwise. I
decided that if he didn't want to talk, that would be
OK with me. We only spoke two unescapable sentences
when the bus made its only stop. We didn't talk again
until Pretoria, when the guy from the Embassy showed up
to take us to the hotel. We had a meeting fixed at the
Africa Institute on the following morning.
The meeting was very good, and there are excellent perspectives for collaboration with both CEAMO and Mundo Latino. The lnstitute's new director, Dr. Eddy Maloka,
might travel to Cuba in late November for CEAMO's seminar. In the afternoon we went to develop a roll of film
we had taken in KwaZulu/Natal: lots of photos with you
and all your friends whom we loved, rega~e
,
misperception you might have. We were even glad we met
those bastards friends of your neighbour David who were
very antagonistic; the rest we truly loved. I was trying
to make a list, and it was impossible. Remember, for
instance, that 90-some years old former union leader we
went to meet at his home? What about Mickey and wife?
and Sunny, whom we were not able to spare more time
with? You are all a loveable bunch, a zoo of the heart
and of the mind. Call us Cubans charmers. You indo-South
Africans don't even have to try to charm. I even wish
that the beautiful discussion following your brother's
birthday party would have lasted longer. You can't imagine how that brought back recollections of my childhood, when my relatives of different political trends
would meet and Inevitably end up discussing politics, If
the Revolution should go in this or this other
direction. That's a thing of the past for us now, and
family meetings hardly ever feature politics any more.
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Our problem was, yes, that we were a bit edgy with the
filming project. My doctoral work posed no problem: that
I could arrange in whatever way -- except for the lee- \
ture, which I felt I had to prepare in a self-brainstorming session to squeeze out figures, dates and
substantiation. The filming project made us edgy. I
still am. We could have collected more about the San,
but at least we got the essentials. But not with the
documentary ~bout the Cuban doctors: we can do nothing
with the filmed material, because one of the two filmings is too noisy, and the other one has no sound at
all. Now, Walt and I have two different approaches about
how to deal with the problem.

v

0

You see, we have two different views of life: I am not
saying either one is better than the other, they are
just two different attitudes. For instance, when we were
inside the military base, I was aware of the fact that
we might run into trouble -- perhaps serious trouble.
But I chose to act naturally, stupid-looking as I can
be. Now, every time I got off the car to talk to someone
inside the base, Walt -- who never got off-- would say
"leave the keys on the ignition!"". Later he confessed
he had put a piece of pipe under his seat, just in case.
You see, a lot of Cubans are surrounding their houses
with high walls, putting bars on their windows. I sleep
with my windows wide open. I know I might have a problem
but I prefer not to have anything valuable at home as a
means of protection.
Anyway, the question is now the following: Walt wants to
correspond to his boss' confidence expressed in his approval of our whole crazy trip by telling him everything
was OK during the filming. I wanted to tell him that
most everything was OK, but that we have two basic problems: first, everything was filmed in PAL system and we
have to transfer to NTSC system, which is costly and
complex (Walt's boss had specifically told us: I don't
care how you film, but I just don't want you bringing
back anything In PAL! Second, we can do nothing with
what we filmed of the doctors. Of course, since all this
has to do with Walt's boss, I'll have to stick to Walt's
strategy. But I am worried, and I was worried since we
were in Durban.
Well, more ambiance. In Pretoria we visited the Arts
Museum and walked about the city. The Embassy had
arranged othe'r meetings with institutions in Joburg,
but they couldn't take us there and we were short with
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cash so we couldn't go there. For the same reason, we
could not go see the TV people in Joburg either, and
that would have been important for Mundo Latino. But
leaving all that aside, we accomplished essentially
\
what we had to do.

•

On our second night, I decided to spend our last
monies on a much needed bottle of booze. I had to
get Walt drunk to straighten a few things out. I
didn't manage tQ iron everything out, but at least
he told me some things about himself that allowed
me to understand his phobias and his unwarranted
reactions a bit better. This guy really suffers. And,
oh, yes, I got drunk and got a miserable hangover. I
really hate drinking, and only indulge when I need
an alcoholic to open up his/her heart.
We managed to put all our stuff in two suitcases (both
of them well over 20 kilos each) and a smaller bagage
'- that we hoped to be able to dispatch if we were not
charged excess lugage; in our hands we would be carrying
two hand bagages (each well over 20 kgsl) plus a big
plastic bag each, plus coats and overcoats, plus Walt's
walking cane. We were able to get all than in with no
charge (ifwe would have known ... we could have dispatched an elephant in that plane!). Cuban doctors were
carrying huge, uncountable boxes with everything but
(or rather, including) the kitchen sink.
Then the incoming plane broke down in Sao Paulo, and
this meant one more night in the telephoneless hotel.
Good thing, there was no airport tax, for which we had
no more money. The plane was full with young South
Africans going to study medicine in Cuba. We made good
friends: unfortunately, they will not be in Havana.

L We made a stopover in Capetown under torrential rains.
The stopover in Sao Paulo was also under torrential
rain. To kill time, we go into the airport shops to
marvel at all the things we cannot buy. Guess what we
found on sale! A High-8 video camera, NTSC system, for
US$ 500! We could have bought it on our way to South
Africa, and save a lot of sweat and tears. But sometimes
life plays those little tricks on you. Life played a
little trick on Walt too: his earphones were stolen
during the stopover in Sao Paulo.
Afler 23 hours of flights, Havana at last, at da1rm: it
has just rained, but the sky Is clearing. In fact, it
has been raining ever since we left. Our suitcases were
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the first to emerge, and when we were getting ready to
go through customs and its next-to-body searches, the
guy says we can walk out. Seems they were ai"Vng at
the docs with their macroboxes of goodies.
'

(_

•

Back at the ranch, very little had changed. Mom was
delirious to see me, loved all the stuff you sent her,
as did Sis, all of them feeling guilty of not even
having sent you a post card. There were three letters
from you, one of them with an article by Vasanta (and
your warning not to fall in love in her when we met
her) and another one with an excellent article about
Mbekrs stress on philosophical rather than political
debate -- I'll have to write something on that. At
work there were three more letters from you, one of
them with the findings of rock art near Durban, that
Jeeva talked to us about. Abel came over the next day.
He's pissed off with his job, is now barred from
teaching at the university and wants to go into art
restauration or archaeology. He's still going steady
with the same girl, which is very much like him. His
ex-wife (who is actually my daughter) came to see me,
and is now happily teaching art to fourth year students
at the University. They have given her permission to
take a three years Master course I arranged for her
with my Mexican friends.
Walt's wife was going better, definitely her problem
has to do with her backbone, so she is getting some
treatment, even if she still wants to have cosmetic
surgery to rearrange some of her less noble fats: from
around the tummy to her unexistent buttocks. Walt's mom
also OK, even if a bit of problems to get her skeleton
straightened out when she gets up in the morning.

'--../

With the photos, maps and cards I brought back I redecorated my computer room cum library. I'm always
seeing you on the wall when I sit down in front of my
computer.
I went to the hotelito and distributed your presents
(Norma has retired, but they will take it to her) after
lecturing everyone and assuring I brought them the
presents under protest because they had not even written
to you after I went to see them four times to pick up
their letters. Walt took your present to Miguel, who is
happy, but has decided to retire and not work any more.
The people at CEAMO are also very happy with the things
you sent them, I hope this time they will write to you
(except Zelmys and Domingo, who are on a Mideastern
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Cuba is as hot as never before. I am sweating like a
pig. On Monday I got a sunstroke on my bike, gbing to
and coming from CEAMO, and my hypertension hit the
clouds. I'm also having problems with my teeth -- it
always happens when I travel and sink them into real
food.
On Tuesday Walt came over to draft our lengthy reports
on our trip, in which you figure, of course, prominently; we handed them in yesterday (Wednesday). Ever since,
I have received three E-Mails from you. The first two
I have printed, the third Ana read to me over the phone
yesterday evening, because she gets CEAMO's E-Mails at
her home, and we are hoping that I can install the same
system. For now, I am typing this at home to take
tomorrow to CEAMO or to Ana's.

-----

v

In the one Ana read to me, you speak of some idea of
John Daniel's to bring me back to Durban???? I cannot
imagine. On the plane we returned to Cuba with the head
of the Cuban medical team, the one we constantly phoned
from your place to arrange the filmings. The guy is interested on us filming some more important things about
the Cuban medical presence in South Africa, and Walt artd
I promised to draft a project to discuss with him probably next week, before he heads back for Pretoria. We
will of course insist on a full budget, including three
people, because a real cameraman is needed, with a real
professional camera. What I have not told Walt yet is
that I will not be the third person -- although I have
insisted that HE will be the head of the team. He is
still my best friend, I consider him truly my brother,
but I find it hard working with him. In any case, we
will keep you posted on this project, although we will
make sure you have no burden on it: lodging, transport
and other monies will have to be assured beforehand by
Cuban or other institutions.
We will never get rid of the guilt of having imposed so
much on you, of having gotten you hooked again on the
weed and maybe even booze. I'm happy that at least your
sister is living with you for a time - company will be
good for some time, and I hope that even if you live
alone you can continue the intensive social life you
had during our presence in Durban. I took due note of
the article you sent me advising to avoid giving any
advice, but I cannot help but asking you to think again
about that R 300 a-day post at court, even it it sounds
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like the caboose of the gravy train and you have to
listen to heartbreaking stories. Tough times bring along
tough choices, and the book and your other projects are
well worth -- I think-- the uncomfort. You still have \
a million good things to do, and assuring a stable
financial position can facilitate it. Again I apologize
for the unwarranted advice that sounds a bit like the
ends justify the means.
One piece of information to get a load off your chest,
and to ease your guilt: I managed to completely glue
back the ostrich egg, now hanging in my living room.

"

·/

-----

\,__,I

Your first E-Mail from 8th september, written right
after talking to me on the phone, while you played
Cuban musice and croaked like an ibis hopelessly trying
to sing -- how hard can you be on yourself? Reassure
your boys they did more than enough for us, it is we
who are in debt and thinking what we can do for them.
Now don't ask me philosophical questions such as how
long it takes to sober up. Just pull yourself up from
your heels and keep on walking -- and singing, even if
it's croacking: beauty is in the ear of the hearer.
Just yesterday I was telling Walt: 'You know, it's been
over a week, and every morning when I wake up, the first
thing I say to myself is Shit! I'm not in Durban
•
anymore'. Well, Walt is more homely-Cuban than I, he
missed home much more when he V11as in South Africa,
because he has not lived abroad as long as I. And yet,
he looks at me with waterish eyes and answers slowly:
'Well, that's you. Imagine how I feel...' You know,
Phyl, when we were in South Africa· I was a bit pissed
off with him, because I would show him things, or
landscapes that I thought would make him go 'oh, ah',
but no. Now he1s back In Cuba, and you should here him
talking, like a child who's just been through a fairybook dream. People are complex. Thanks for putting up
with us. Cubans can be difficult. Would not have changed
your Durban flat for any beautiful house with heavenly
gardens in Pretoria or elsewhere.
Your second E-Mail of 15 september was just after your
visit to Pretoria. To think you were there almost on
our heels. Don't let them give you too much work. There
are a lot of people interested In politics, and In Cuba,
and you can put them to work, limiting your role to
occasional advice. You have bigger things to do, and
the younger.need training.
My mother just interrupted to tell me the cat broke
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into our neighbours house and stole their cheese, so
she has decided to get rid of him. I asked her to wait
until I tell Abel. What can one do?
\ '
Well, I think more than enough for now. Hope you will
keep us posted on the financial/book situation. Give our
love to the boys, to Vasantha, Mascara, the Davids,
Rodney and Anto (read some of their book present, then
gave them to Abel, who is more into religion), Sunny,
Jeeva, Narissa, John (will E-Mail them directly,
but will also ask your views about my conclusions regarding the TRC), the cleaning man and ladies, and so many
others we will never forget. Also to Suks and familly.

\_..,)

A devastating force-4 hurricaine has just scraped Cuba
and broke through the Bahamas. Another one, the same
size, is now heading our way. Hope it misses us. Something terribly wrong is happening to the climate. Could
it be that our 7th-Day-Adventist friends are right? But
in the final analysis, things cannot be as terrible as
long as jacarandas and sweetpeas bloom, and as long as
Phyllis Naidoo is somewhere, loving us, even if she does
not write back.
Missing you terribly, David.

.-
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